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We report the design of a 112 Gb/s radiation-hardened (RH) optical transceiver applicable to intra-satellite optical interconnects. The transceiver chipset comprises a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) driver and transimpedance amplifier (TIA) integrated circuits (ICs) with four channels per die, which are adapted for a flip-chip assembly into a mid-board optics (MBO) optical transceiver module. The ICs are designed in the IHP 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS process (SG13RH) leveraging proven robustness in radiation environments and high-speed performance featuring bipolar transistors (HBTs) with $f_T/f_{MAX}$ values of up to 250/340 GHz. Besides hardening by technology, radiation-hardened-by-design (RHBD) components are used, including enclosed layout transistors (ELTs) and digital logic cells. We report design features of the ICs and the module, and provide performance data from post-layout simulations. We present radiation evaluation data on analog devices and digital cells, which indicate that the transceiver ICs will reliably operate at typical total ionizing dose (TID) levels and single event latch-up thresholds found in geostationary satellites.
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INTRODUCTION

Satellite operators expect the telecommunication satellite industry to deliver ever more efficient systems solutions to reduce the cost per bit on orbit and to improve their own service offering. A brand new class of very/high throughput satellites (VHTSs) is thus being developed that pushes the next frontier in the terabit/s range and will be delivered from now on. A VHTS relies on sophisticated antenna coverage based on extensive frequency reuse and many narrow spot beams. Migration to higher frequencies (Ka, Q/V, W... ) makes larger bandwidth available. VHTS solutions are designed to support flexibility in various aspects: coverage, connectivity, frequency plan and channelization, bandwidth, and power allocation. Basically, a VHTS must be able to
deliver the required capacity where and when needed. It must also be able to serve various and evolving demands [1].

Satellite manufacturers are, therefore, augmenting onboard processing capabilities in both capacity and flexibility, benefiting from advances in integration, speed, interfaces, and power dissipation of state-of-the-art qualified microelectronic components. Thales Alenia Space has developed the so-called digital transparent processor (DTP) product family. As shown in Figure 1, DTPs have analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and digital-to-analog converters (DACs) at their input and output interfaces and make full use of digital processing inside to provide fully flexible connectivity and programmable bandwidth allocation. They are particularly well-suited for routing radio frequency (RF) channels or sub-channels with fine granularity of bandwidth in missions with numerous antenna beams. Digital beam forming (DBF) can also be supported, which not only allows the formation of multiple beams simultaneously but becomes very attractive for missions that require reconfiguration of the antenna coverage.

However, accommodating such large payloads on satellite platforms with their size, weight, and power (SWaP) consumption constraints still remains a significant challenge. In the conviction that photonic interconnects have a great potential to meet the expectations of scaling payloads to very high throughputs while maintaining accepted SWaP, Thales Alenia Space was the first prime company to go through the full cycle from conceptual design to hardware demonstration and up to flight-grade equipment development. Thales Alenia Space has qualified the DTP product based on state-of-the-art enabling technologies, namely, deep submicron application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and optical interconnects at high data rates. More specifically, optical technology was introduced within the Spaceflex™ VHTS product (DTP-5G) that enabled total capacities of 480 GHz, which was 1,500 times higher than those of the first generation deployed in 2006. Optical interconnects become the technology of choice for conveying huge amounts of data generated within digital payload systems. Nevertheless, the overall capacity of future payloads remains bounded by the overall SWaP at satellite level, so that lowering power consumption will increasingly drive the design of any advanced digital payload.

The unique challenges of the space environment, such as temperature cycling, constant bombardment by high energy particles, and no possibility for repair are setting strict requirements for intra-satellite optical communication links [2]. High data rate, multichannel GaAs VCSEL-based optical fiber links are enabled by advances in VCSEL components [3] and established standards, such as SpaceFibre [4]. At data rates >10 Gb/s, VCSEL-based fiber optical links are preferred because of lower power consumption, smaller footprint, and, especially, higher technology readiness level (TRL) [5], when compared with other alternatives, such as wireless optical and silicon photonics-based links. The state-of-the-art literature presents a 4 × 10 Gbps ASIC VCSEL-based transceiver operating on the "SpaceFibre" standard demonstrated by Karppinen et al. [6]. Additionally, Ko et al. demonstrated a 3 × 25 Gbps VCSEL-based transceiver ASIC with separate 3 × 25 single-ended receiver and 3 × 25 single-ended transmitter sub-assemblies [7], which was subsequently integrated into a 6 × 25 Gbps module [8].

Onboard optical transceivers currently operate on 12.5 Gb/s lanes. However, the next generations are calling for line rates >25 Gb/s or even 56 Gb/s to better fit with the high-speed hardened ASIC technology that will become available. The major typical requirements put to optical interconnect solutions for future digital payloads are given in Table 1. As the ASIC technology improves, the contribution of transceivers to power consumption...
becomes more critical in optically connected digital payloads. As a result, optical transceivers become a key component that must operate at a data rate >25 Gb/s with the ability to scale to 56 Gb/s and reduce their power consumption below 10 mW/Gb/s. It is equally important is that the electronics inside a transceiver is radiation-resistant (RR) and manufactured with a technology node that will allow for future-proof scalability of data rates and power. Table 2 presents some key metrics that govern digital transceiver performance. Figure 2, as shown below, illustrates the impact of such parameters. The theoretical bit error rate (BER) curves are plotted for 25 Gb/s on-off keying (OOK) transmission with different values for extinction ratio (ER), laser relative intensity noise (RIN), and thermal noise density.

A preliminary optical link budget is given below considering worst case and typical scenarios. For the space application several losses have to be taken into account in order to ensure End-of-life performance, such as transmitter aging, radiation-induced losses and bend losses. These losses will define the required minimum transmitter output power and ER to meet the target receiver sensitivity.

After summarizing system-level requirements, we can proceed to presenting the design features of the implementing hardware, namely, a mid-board optical transceiver comprising of a VCSEL driver and a TIA chipset capable of 112 Gb/s transmission. The rest of this report is organized as follows: first, in section Optical Sub-assembly Design, we present packaging aspects with the design of the host optical module. We performed electrical and optical simulations to address performance requirements. In section Radiation Hardening Requirements and Process Technology, we provide an overview of radiation hardening requirements and comment on targeted process technology. The implementation of the VCSEL driver IC will be reported in section Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser Driver Design, and the TIA IC in section Transimpedance Amplifier IC Circuit. We conclude this study in the last section.

### OPTICAL SUB-ASSEMBLY DESIGN

For a digital payload system where the density of I/Os becomes important, a pluggable mid-board embedded optics solution provides the form factor required that can enable populating the host printed circuit board (PCB) to reach the required capacity. The optical sub-assembly (OSA) transceiver developed for this project is a mid-board optical module that utilizes a borosilicate glass carrier, which provides the means for optical waveguiding and the substrate for electrical routing at the same time. The transmitter part comprises a four-channel VCSEL driver and a quad VCSEL array, and the receiver part includes a four-channel transimpedance amplifier and quad photodiode array ICs. The PCB inside the module acts as an interposer that provides the electrical interface between the OSA and the on-board MEC5-RA connector (Samtec\(^1\), New Albany, IN, United States). This is a right-angle, double-row, 60-pin connector that is compatible with the Consortium for On-board Optics (COBO)\(^2\) specification. It ensures the necessary performance for multi-Gb/s operation and provides the facility of a pluggable solution. The fiber assembly of the module comprises a V-groove array of multimode fibers mated to a multichannel MT ferrule. Functional

---

\(^{1}\)Samtec MEC5-RA. Available online at: [https://www.samtec.com/products/mec5-ra](https://www.samtec.com/products/mec5-ra).

\(^{2}\)Consortium for On-Board Optics: Trends in Optical Networking Communications (White paper).
diagrams of the transceiver module and CAD rendering are shown in Figures 3A,B, respectively. The module size is $17 \times 38.42 \times 7.2$ mm.

The flip-chip process is one of the key assembly processes for hosted ICs and optical parts that ensure high-speed performance with minimum parasitic elements. Electrical simulations were carried out based on electromagnetic (EM) modeling of all parts of the package. In addition to that, four differential RF lines from the TIA/VCSEL driver to the contact pads of the connector were also modeled. The technology profile includes the OSA to interposer connection via stud bumps, solder mask resist on the PCB, polyimide layers of the OSA, and underfill of the stud bump connections. The S-parameter simulation results for insertion loss and return loss are shown in Figures 4A,B, respectively.

The insertion loss for the RF path without the external connector is $<-3$ dB up to 40 GHz, where the frequency response is flat and has no resonance dips. The return loss was found to be $<-15$ dB up to 25 GHz and $<-10$ dB up to 40 GHz. When the connector is included, the insertion loss for the RF path was found to be $<-3$ dB up to 16 GHz. This shows the criticality of the connector interface in the signal path. Nevertheless, this performance is adequate for a 28-Gb/s operation per lane. The transceiver module was designed to optionally accommodate a re-timing electronic IC element in the case of stringent system conditions.

It is important to mention that careful thermal analysis and design were conducted to address deployment settings, as temperature plays a key role in laser performance and related optical power. The operating temperature for the module has been determined to be from $-40$ to $85^\circ$C, following the requirements for the VCSEL. Moreover, detailed optical modeling was performed to ensure that coupling losses for the VCSEL and photodiode fiber interfaces would remain below the specified levels.

The design and fabrication of the VCSEL driver and TIA receiver ICs have been conducted based on the functional specification shown in Table 3. Physical design in terms of die dimensions and pad outline were specified in advance and incorporated early into the module specification. This allowed the development efforts for the module and ICs to be carried out in parallel.

**RADIATION HARDENING REQUIREMENTS AND PROCESS TECHNOLOGY**

Two types of effects affect IC functionality in the space environment: cumulative and single event effects (SEEs). Cumulative effects are caused by long-term exposure of electronics to radiation and expressed by total ionizing dose (TID) and total non-ionizing dose (TNID). SEEs refer to effects that occur when an ionizing particle hits an IC and might influence its performance [10].

Requirements on radiation hardness of ASICs should be derived from several aspects of a space mission: acceptable performance, external radiation sources, and shielding. Assuming a satellite position at the geostationary orbit (GEO), we determine corresponding limits in terms of SEEs and TID.

At the given orbit, galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) are the major source of SEEs. As GCR flux spectra are also modulated...
by the activity of the sun, we deliberately chose a mission section during solar minimum as a guiding reference. Another reasonable assumption is that the electronics to be designed here are located inside the outer shell of a spacecraft; therefore, they will be enclosed by some structural parts of the spacecraft. We estimate this to be equivalent to 0.5 mm of aluminum. Based on these assumptions, we have chosen an ISO 15390 GCR model [11] for a solar minimum in the GEO orbit, and calculated the effective linear energy transfer (LET) spectrum after passing through 0.5 mm of aluminum. The analysis has shown that the aluminum shielding alters mainly the low-energy part of the particle spectrum and does not contribute appreciably to the SEE hardness of the system at the GEO orbit. Figure 5 shows the resulting limits for system-level cross-section to achieve a soft error rate of 1/day. Thicker shielding of up to a few millimeters does not change the results significantly.

For the TID requirement, there is no need to perform any particular simulations, as corresponding data are already available in Evans [12]. Assuming 15 years of operation, ASICs must withstand a TID of 100 kRad, if placed in a satellite with 5 mm of Al shielding.

For the TIA and VCSEL driver IC design and fabrication, an IHP 0.13 μm SiGe BiCMOS semiconductor process has been chosen. This process offers high-performance npn-HBTs demonstrating $f_T$/f$_{MAX}$ values of up to 250/340 GHz, which are well-suited to achieve a 28-Gb/s operation per channel or even more [13], having a substantial speed margin for scalability. At the same time, the chosen technology has already been evaluated for radiation hardness [14], so the SiGe HBTs demonstrated high resistance to TID doses, achieving TID levels as high as 1.2 MRad.

For the digital circuits, there are 3.3 V I/O CMOS and 1.2 V standard CMOS libraries available, and an RH digital library that includes RH flip-flops operating up to a LET of 62 MeVcm$^2$/mg without any single-event upset occurrence. Up to the same LET value, all RH standard cells are free from single-event latch-ups. Thus, in terms of SEEs, digital circuits, based on the RH library mentioned above, fulfill the requirements shown in Figure 5 and can be exploited in more harsh radiation environments. On the other hand, with respect to ionizing dose, CMOS circuits should be carefully designed. This relates to the proper choice of device geometry, operation conditions, and, in some cases, special layout techniques. As standard High-Voltage (HV) NMOS devices are most sensitive to ionization and their TID limit is lower than the TID requirement of 100 kRad, all of them must be replaced by enclosed layout transistors (ELTs) in order to boost their TID resistance up to 1 MRad. This type of transistors is widely used in IO cells; therefore, all IO cells were substituted by ELT-based ones [15]. The next TID-sensitive device is the low-voltage (LV) MOS transistor that can withstand an ionization dose of up to 200 kRad without significant degradation in performance. The LV NMOS transistors will be used only for the digital control interface, thus, they will not degrade the overall TIA/VCSEL driver performance even at TID levels higher than 200 kRad. As shown in the previous section, the thickness of spacecraft shielding will be determined by the TID limit of the circuit; therefore, any improvement in this regard has a direct impact on mass reduction of a satellite, which is very critical for space missions.

**VERTICAL-CAVITY SURFACE-EMITTING LASER DRIVER DESIGN**

The overall system specification revealed stringent performance requirements, so a measurement and modeling campaign was deemed necessary for the VCSEL to enable an educated IC design.
process. The output of this process was a model that enabled co-
simulation with the driver circuit, enabling an overall study for
optimized system performance. For the rest of this section we
will (i) discuss the main aspects of VCSEL modeling and compare
results from our measurement campaign, (ii) give an overview
of the topology selection for the driver IC, and (iii) refer to the
physical design and show results from post-layout simulations.

**Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser**

**Measurements and Modeling**

The VCSEL was readily identified as a critical item for the design
process. It represents the main bandwidth bottleneck for the
system, and its choice and performance largely define overall
power consumption. VCSEL characterization and modeling is a
key objective to de-risk the design process.

Defining an equivalent circuit model, such as the one shown
in Figure 6, has been conventionally the means of simulating
the VCSEL as the load of a driver circuit. Pad capacitance (Cp)
and mirror resistance (Rm) could be regarded as constant over
the bias current, but junction resistance (Rj) and capacitance
(Cm) are not \[16\]. Further complications arise as performance
varies because of the temperature of operation \[3\]. Using a simple
static load would only be valid for a single bias point and would
not be adequate to capture the response imposed by a wide-
swing switching operation, such as the one needed to achieve the
required extinction ratio. Moreover, it is necessary to quantify
the magnitude and the dynamics of generation of light. We have
pursued the development of a net list-based model that takes
input electrical current and outputs fluctuations of optical power.
The model was written in Specter and comprises two parts:
an electrical front-end to interface the electrical circuit and an
optical back-end that references the front-end biasing conditions
and models the generation of optical power.

An essential set of measurement data was collected
from procured samples through two main setups (DC
and S-parameter) that quantified the static and dynamic
characteristics of the device. The measurement setup for the DC
response of the VCSEL is shown in Figure 7A, while the setup for
S-parameter measurements is shown in Figure 7B. The VCSEL
was probed on a chuck, which supported temperature control,
this way enabling temperature sweeps. Current vs. optical power
(I–P) and current vs. voltage (I–V) data were produced, as well as
S21 and S11 parameters, which capture the variable bandwidth
and input impedance characteristics, over different temperature
and bias points. The relations derived from the experimental
data were fitted to produce the corresponding model for each
device. Measurement results along with the performance of the
model are shown for DC in Figure 8A and S21 in Figure 8B.

**Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser**

**Driver Topology**

The operational environment for the VCSEL driver poses a
trade-off that stands out in the design process. This is between
the desired robustness to handle space effects and power
consumption. The reason is that the main design principles
and techniques that are conventionally proposed \[10\], such
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**FIGURE 5** | Allowable system-level cross-section depending on particle LET at the GEO orbit.

---

**FIGURE 6** | VCSEL equivalent circuit.
as differential design, averaging, etc. are methodologies, which in most cases increase redundancy in the processing chain to alleviate the magnitude of the different effects, thus power consumption increases correspondingly.

A main goal for addressing this is to target the least-consuming operating mode for the VCSEL that would respect performance target. Referring to Figure 8B, meeting the requirement for a data rate around 25–28 Gb/s could be easily met from a bandwidth standpoint, with a bias current of 7 mA, which is actually the one proposed as nominal by the manufacturer. However, there indeed seems to be room to optimize performance by targeting a lower bias point even around 5 mA. Also, it is important to note that the benefit of a reduced operating current is 2-fold. Besides expected savings in power consumption, a low-current operation also leaves sufficient room for compensation during the aging process of the VCSEL.

The design for the 28 Gb/s VCSEL driver circuit was carried out with a focus on overall robustness, tunability, and energy efficiency. The VCSEL driver circuit was specified to integrate
FIGURE 8 | Comparison between measured (dotted lines) and modeled (solid lines) VCSEL parameters. (A) DC measurement vs. modeled results for different temperature settings. (B) Normalized S21 measurement vs. modeled results for different bias settings.
four channels with a total throughput of 112 Gb/s and power consumption of <100 mW per channel. To facilitate simple module regulation, a single supply of 3.3 V was decided.

The functional diagram of the driver is shown in Figure 9. The driver receives OOK data and may directly modulate the VCSEL with a programmable swing. The differential input is terminated on-chip with 100 Ω, and an internal reference provides the input common-mode voltage, permitting input AC coupling with the preceding stage to avoid DC loading. Considering the option of AC coupling for the output as well, the low-frequency components present, depending on the number of allowable consecutive identical bits and the code used, would require design modifications and coupling capacitors of impractical size for on-chip or in-module integration. Therefore, DC coupling has been selected for the driver output. The output provides signal and ground pins for connecting the VCSEL in a common cathode topology. This choice permits connection of the four channels of the driver directly with a ×4-VCSEL array developed on a common ground substrate.

The driver is designed in three stages: an input “buffer” stage, which receives the data, a “pre-amp” programmable stage, and a high-current “output stage.” The pre-amp stage features programmable modulation current (Im) and bias current (Ib), with coarse and fine tuning by employing three current DACs. The pre-amp stage is implemented as a differential amplifier, and the unused output is terminated with a low-consumption dummy load of equivalent impedance to the output stage. Finally, the output stage is a high-current switching one, which features channel shut-down capability.

The dedicated Reference Generation block provides reference currents for the buffer stage and the on-chip current DACs implementing the programmable features. It is attached to a temperature sensor to provide temperature-independent currents. The temperature sensor outputs a voltage proportional to temperature so as to monitor the temperature fluctuations within the die.

Programming of the output is implemented with an on-chip Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) slave interface, which will be presented in a subsequent section. It features eight 8-bit registers, seven for control and one for diagnostics. Through the SPI, independent channel output activation and deactivation and programming of the output swing for every channel can be performed. The digital circuit is powered independently from a 1.2 V supply, which is provided by an on-chip low dropout regulator (LDO). The regulator reference is provided by a dedicated bandgap reference generation circuit. The register outputs are level-shifted to interface the analog core. The SPI interface output bus is connected to the current DAC inputs and gating transistors. Each channel is controlled by two 8-bit registers with four control bits for DAC and channel output activation, and three 4-bit words for current swing tuning. The digital interface features a reset function that initializes the circuit.

![Figure 9](https://example.com/fig9.png)

**FIGURE 9** VCSEL driver block diagram.
Physical Design and Performance

The VCSEL driver top layout view where the main areas of the chip are identified is shown in Figure 10. To assess performance, post-layout simulations were performed after parasitic extraction. The test bench includes pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) generation for input differential voltage swing, AC-coupling caps and models for module routing through the connector and interposer, and transmission lines (TL) to reach the extracted net list block for the driver input. Equivalently, the driver output is connected to the VCSEL model block through a transmission line model for output routing. The schematic of the test bench is shown in Figure 11A.

In Figure 11B, 28-Gb/s eye diagrams are presented for the scenarios detailed in Table 4. Motivated by pushing for the lowest power consumption within the link budget, a 3/7 mA swing was chosen as an affordable choice for relatively low temperatures (best case). However, at increased temperatures, the eye of this current setting might be challenged as bandwidth drops to borderline in meeting the required speed (worst case), so an increase in current might be required to 4/8 mA, which represents the nominal point of operation. At 25°C, power consumption is 74 mW per lane, which grants the driver an energy efficiency of 2.64 mW/Gb/s.

TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIER IC CIRCUIT

From System to Circuit: TIA Requirements

Prior to starting the TIA development, the design parameters and their range must be fixed. We determined the worst-case scenario as an operation at the highest temperature and having maximum losses within the channel. In this case, the TIA should demonstrate minimum noise performance and maximum gain. On the other hand, the best-case scenario implies operation at low temperature with low losses. In this case, the TIA must be able to process high input current. Correspondingly, the noise requirements are relaxed, and the transimpedance gain should be decreased to avoid saturating the circuit. A system-level analysis of the optical link (Section 1) results in TIA requirements, summarized in Table 5. It is assumed that each TIA channel should deliver 400 mVpp differentially into a 100-Ω load at a 28 Gb/s data rate.
To cover the transimpedance range, shown above, controllability has to be implemented. Another design parameter that should have a possibility of external adjustment is a TIA output swing. It can be useful not only for compensating module losses but also losses in the signal path outside of the module.

If we consider the targeted power efficiency for a transceiver to be at 10 mW/Gb/s, assuming equal power distribution between both ICs, then the TIA/driver power consumption goal results in 140 mW per channel. One way to reduce the power consumption for high-speed circuits is operating at the lowest possible supply voltage while keeping the required eye-opening at a given data rate. Thus, another TIA design requirement will be reliable operation within a wide supply voltage range, which was set to be in the range of 2.5–3.3 V. Having all the TIA requirements determined, TIA circuit design can be conducted.

### Transimpedance Amplifier Circuit Design

The four-channel TIA, as shown in Figure 12, consists of the following building blocks:

- TIA cores, each having a single-ended input and a differential output
- 16 digital-to-analog converters (DACs) to set the bias currents in the TIAS
- RH digital interface (SPI) to control the DACs
- low pass filter for photodetector (PD) biasing
- temperature sensor

As a TIA core, a common-emitter amplifier with resistive shunt feedback has been chosen (Figure 12). This architecture is well-known for its broadband response and good noise performance. However, it has a low power supply rejection ratio, which
has to be considered in multichannel systems. Therefore, a separate low-dropout regulator (LDO) circuit was used for a TIA core in each channel. The LDO provides to the TIA core a supply voltage in the range of 2–2.4 V, depending on the current that is set in a TIA replica circuit and controlled through an SPI interface.

A gain stage represents a two-stage differential cascode amplifier. In both stages, inductive peaking was applied to achieve the required bandwidth. The output of the first stage receives a feedback signal from the TIA output for correcting a DC-offset, which might be because of the amplified DC mismatch between balanced TIA outputs. An output buffer is realized as a cascode differential pair with a load resistance of 50 $\Omega$ at each branch. This value minimizes TIA output reflection losses in the presence of onboard transmission line model. Each of the TIA channels receives four controlled currents generated by a four-channel DAC, allowing noise tuning, transimpedance, and output swing adjustments. There are four four-channel DACs on the ASIC. Each four-channel DAC has its separated bias reference network. Thus, in case of a particle strike on a single channel’s biasing circuit, the operation of the other channels will not be affected.

Post-layout simulations were performed on the TIA circuit to include realistic effects.

Figure 13A shows TIA transimpedance gain plots over corner conditions. Similar to the system design, worst-case conditions reflect operation at the highest temperature (85°C) and use worst-case component models. A nominal case corresponds to the operation at room temperature, having nominal models for simulation. Similarly, Figure 13B presents the noise behavior of a TIA channel across different scenarios. An integrated input-referred noise within a 3-dB bandwidth is not higher than 2.5 $\mu$A rms over all corner conditions. This satisfies the nominal and best-case system requirement presented in section From System to Circuit: TIA Requirements. However, a worst-case noise requirement could not be achieved. Nevertheless, the circuit was accepted for fabrication, because the probability of worst-case performance for all components within the optical link at the same time is very low.

Figure 13C shows the TIA ASIC output reflection losses when the differential output is loaded by 100 $\Omega$. The green curve shows an S22 parameter of the TIA at the ASIC pads. This corresponds to a case in which a TIA ASIC is going to be measured on-wafer, having the calibration plane at probe tips. The blue S22 curve includes the transmission lines on module substrate; and, finally, the red S22 curve shows the expected output return loss in the receiving part of the module at the output of a connector.
The post-layout TIA model, loaded by the module interconnect model with an on-board connector, was also analyzed in the time domain.

Figure 14 shows the corresponding eye diagrams of the complete chain for a 28 Gb/s data rate. The simulation was performed under different corner conditions. For the worst- and nominal cases, the TIA input receives a PD current of \( \frac{I_{dc}}{I_{pp}} = 50/80 \) \( \mu \)A at 0 and 27°C; whereas for the best-case scenario, the input current is equal to \( \frac{I_{dc}}{I_{pp}} = 130/200 \) \( \mu \)A, and the TIA circuit operates at 85°C. As the TIA circuit is biased at the middle current values, it is possible, depending on the real performance, to change the current settings in a way that the required output swing/eye opening can be adjusted.

Figure 15 shows a four-channel 112 Gb/s RH TIA ASIC layout. As can be seen in the figure, the output transmission lines are quite long compared with the active part of a TIA channel. The length of each line is equal to 900 \( \mu \)m. This is because the designed TIA has to fit into the pre-defined pad configuration. The total IC area is 2.6 mm\(^2\). For future designs, the layout can be optimized to have the output transmission lines \( \sim400 \) \( \mu \)m shorter, which would result in an occupied area of below 2 mm\(^2\).

For the TIA circuit, the default values of the SPI are set in a way that all of the reference currents in the TIA circuit are a bit higher than half of the maximum current (9/16 of \( I_{max} \)). In this case, within the complete module, the complete four-channel TIA IC dissipates to 350 mW from a 3 V supply voltage, resulting in power consumption of 87.5 mW per channel or a 3.2 mW/Gb/s efficiency, which lets enough power efficiency margin for the VCSEL driver IC. Naturally, a stand-alone TIA IC with 100 \( \Omega \) differential load only shows much better results in terms of power efficiency. Table 6 summarizes the post layout simulation results of a one channel TIA, that delivers a 400 mVpp differential signal to the load during a nominal case of operation.
As the TIA IC has widely controlled parameters within the 2.5–3.3 V supply voltage range, it will help, to some extent, to tolerate the imperfections in IC fabrication, module assembly, and changing environmental conditions.

**SPI Slave**

An on-chip SPI slave circuit has the possibility to set hardwired initial register values. This will simplify the characterization of the IC, since the functional test can be done without programming the SPI slave, which means that the SPI master may not be connected.

The SPI core was synthesized using the RH digital library that contains RH triple modular redundancy flip-flop cells and combinatorial logic. The SPI clock tree utilizes RH drivers. The RH SPI core occupies an area of $340 \times 240 \mu\text{m}^2$, which is $\sim 3.3$ times bigger than the SPI core based on standard non-RH cells.
One-channel TIA performance summary at different supply voltages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply voltage</th>
<th>2.5 V</th>
<th>3.3 V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BW_{3-dB}</td>
<td>17.8 GHz</td>
<td>18.8 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input signal data rate</td>
<td>28 Gb/s</td>
<td>28 Gb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>57 mW</td>
<td>93 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated input-referred current noise</td>
<td>2.06 \mu A</td>
<td>2.2 \mu A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transimpedance</td>
<td>73.9 dB</td>
<td>73.9 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power efficiency</td>
<td>2 mW/Gb/s</td>
<td>3.3 mW/Gb/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A separate LDO circuit provides a supply voltage of 1.2 V for the SPI core from the external VDD pin, which might be set in a range from 2.5 to 3.3 V. Total power consumption of the SPI is below 2 mW during the operation. For operation in space, a relatively slow SPI clock signal should be continuously applied in order to prevent the register values from flipping.

**COMPARISON WITH LITERATURE**

Compared with the state-of-the-art literature, the packaged 4 × 10 Gbps transceiver in Karpipinen et al. [6] achieved 40 Gbps with an energy efficiency of 4.5 mW/Gbps per channel. The 2 × 3 × 25 Gbps integrated transmitters and receivers in Stamoulidis et al. [8] demonstrated a 17.5 Gbps error-free performance for a total of 107 Gbps and energy efficiency of 6.26 mW/Gbps when packaged on a demonstrator board. The proposed differential transceiver with fully integrated mid-board optics achieved an energy efficiency of <6 mW/Gb/s for the entire link at 112 Gb/s transmission which is the highest reported data rate from a single ASIC and, to the best knowledge of the authors, the first with pluggable mid-board optics featuring custom build RH ICs.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study, we report the design of a 112 Gb/s VCSEL-based optical transceiver aimed for application to intra-satellite optical interconnects. A top-down design approach was followed starting from module specification. The use of a borosilicate substrate for electrical and optical routing and flip-chip processing for all components enables high data rates in a small form factor. The challenges of the space environment, along with package and VCSEL measurements, and modeling were factored in the design and optimization of the transceiver chipset. Integrated SPI interfaces and IDAC references allow several degrees of control and programmability for both ICs. The 4 × 28 Gb/s Tx and Rx ASICs are designed in the IHP 130 nm SiGe BiCMOS process (SG13RH) leveraging proven robustness in radiation environments and high-speed performance featuring bipolar transistors (HBTs) with fT/fMAX values of up to 250/340 GHz. The designed ICs target to achieve energy efficiency of <2.65 mW/Gb/s for the Tx and <3.3 mW/Gb/s for the Rx from a 3.3 V supply for a total of <6 mW/Gb/s for the entire link.
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